
Best Practices Deploying the Nytro 
Card with Oracle Database Smart Flash 
Cache to Increase Performance of an 
Oracle Database Using Solaris x64

This document explains how to increase Oracle database performance and 
improve user response time by deploying the Seagate Nytro flash accelerator card 
with the Database Smart Flash Cache feature running on Oracle Solaris x64.

With very high IOPS performance, low latency and a low CPU burden, the Nytro 
flash accelerator card maximizes transactional I/O performance for applications 
like online transaction processing (OLTP), data warehousing (DW) and data mining. 
The Nytro card improves business responsiveness and user satisfaction with faster 
application performance and greater productivity and server efficiency. 

NOTE: Currently, the Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache feature is available 
only on Oracle Solaris, Oracle Linux and Oracle Unbreakable Enterprise Kernel 
environments starting with Oracle 11g Release 2 (11gR2).

Advantages of Using Flash-based Caching / Storage with an 
Oracle Database

OLTP and DW and analytics are typical types of applications that use an 
Oracle database. OLTP and DW applications have demanding requirements for 
fast response times and high throughput which make it difficult for database 
administrators (DBA) to maintain and scale their infrastructure as the number of 
users grows and the amount of data increases.
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PCIe-based flash storage provides performance that falls between the performance levels of hard drives (HDDs) and DDR3 
memory. Mounting SSDs on a PCIe card is a new strategy to alleviate throughput constraints, which is also caused by the storage 
interface, and allows a PCIe card to be used as a cache device and not just persistent storage. The Nytro flash accelerator card 
offers up to 3.2TB capacity with over 295,000 random IOPS and 4GB/s bandwidth performance in a single low-profile PCIe card.

Seagate Nytro Flash Accelerator Card

The Nytro card offers low-latency and high random IOPS performance for fast response times and increased I/O throughput. 
It uses advanced onboard controllers for enhanced reliability and low CPU. It presents itself to the OS as a flash card with four 
SAS drives that can be used for nonpersistent (cache) and persistent (storage) data. The Nytro card maximizes transactional I/O 
performance for Oracle databases and for other I/O-intensive applications requiring low-latency and high I/O throughputs. The 
Nytro card is designed for a high level of reliability and Oracle system and software compatibility. It’s ideal for use with the Oracle 
Database Smart Flash Cache feature available with Oracle 11gR2 and follow-on releases.

Configuring the System for Optimal Performance

You can achieve significant database I/O improvement by implementing Oracle Solaris and following some simple guidelines 
in setting up the OS and the Oracle database. This section describes the configuration steps for Oracle Solaris and the Oracle 
database to use and how to optimize the Nytro card with the Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache feature.

Configure the Nytro Card 

The Nytro card is a block device optimized for 8K block sizing and alignment (consistent with that of Oracle databases). This 
section explains how you can tune the Nytro card for maximum performance in an Oracle Solaris environment. The following 
steps configure the Nytro card to be used by the automatic storage management (ASM). There are a few ways to use the Nytro 
card in an Oracle database, for example: a raw device, a filesystem or ASM. Other options would be to create multiple aligned 
partitions on the Nytro card and allocate these partitions to other databases residing on the server for their own Oracle Database 
Smart Flash Cache.

For each of four Nytro card modules, boundary alignment is critical. To accomplish this, follow these steps for each of the four 
Nytro card devices:

1. Run the format command and locate the four Nytro card device addresses. In this case and prior to this step, the Nytro card 
devices were labeled specifying “asmNytro cardX” for each of the Nytro card addresses.

Example output: 

16. c0t5002361000134420d0 <ATA-2E256-TU2-510B00-UI5P-186.26GB>   asmNytro card2

          /scsi_vhci/disk@g5002361000134420

17. c0t5002361000134407d0 <ATA-2E256-TU2-510B00-UI5P-186.26GB>   asmNytro card1

          /scsi_vhci/disk@g5002361000134407

18. c0t5002361000134682d0 <ATA-2E256-TU2-510B00-UI5P-186.26GB>   asmNytro card3

          /scsi_vhci/disk@g5002361000134682

19. c0t5002361000133825d0 <ATA-2E256-TU2-510B00-UI5P-186.26GB>   asmNytro card4

         /scsi_vhci/disk@g5002361000133825

Exit out of format.
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2. Execute the format command specifying each of the Nytro card addresses along with identifying the device as an EFI device. 
This will align the Nytro card starting on sector 256 at the same time, leaving room for the ASM header.

Here is an example on how to configure disk 19 from above:

format -L efi -d c0t5002361000133825d0

Searching for disks...done

selecting c0t5002361000133825d0: asmNytro card4

[disk formatted]

c0t5002361000133825d0 is labeled with EFI successfully

3. To verify the Nytro card is aligned starting with sector 256, enter the following commands:

• Enter this command: format

• Enter the disk number. In this example, it is 19):  19

• Enter the partition menu:    partition

• Display the slice information:  print

Here is the output.

Volume:  asmNytro card4

Current partition table (original):

Total disk sectors available: 390608550 + 16384 (reserved sectors)

Part      Tag    Flag        First Sector      Size          Last Sector

  0        usr    wm               256      186.26GB          390608583    

  1 unassigned    wm                 0           0               0    

  2 unassigned    wm                 0           0               0    

  3 unassigned    wm                 0           0               0    

  4 unassigned    wm                 0           0               0    

  5 unassigned    wm                 0           0               0    

  6 unassigned    wm                 0           0               0    

  8   reserved    wm         390608584        8.00MB          390624967    

The output indicates the Nytro card is aligned starting with sector 256. These format steps need to be done for each of the Nytro 
card modules.

Block size can be configured through a server OS or file system, and is set to a default size with Oracle databases.

Oracle Solaris OS automatically ensures 8k alignments when the default SMI label type is selected. If a label of type EFI is 
desired, care must be taken to specify and ensure 8k alignments: the default start sector of 34 for EFI labels is not an 8k 
aligned value. Use the partition subcommand of the Solaris format command to change the start sector to 48, or any other 
8k-aligned value. Note that these are 512 bytes per sector.
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For the highest performance, verify that the following hardware criteria are met:

• The PCIe slot is PCIe 2.0 or 3.0

• The PCIe slot has an active width of 8 or 16

• The system meets the physical, environmental and electrical specifications listed in the Nytro user guide. 

The Nytro card functions in x4 and x2 slots, but with reduced performance.

Configuring Oracle Solaris and the Oracle Database for Optimum I/O Performance

As mentioned before, the Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache feature is available only on Oracle Linux, Oracle Unbreakable 
Enterprise Kernel (UEK) and Oracle Solaris environments. The controller connects to four embedded flash memory modules and 
presents itself as four 200GB devices. 

Tested Hardware Configuration

The following hardware was utilized in the testing of the configuration. The hardware configuration included Fibre Channel storage running RAID 10 presenting four 100GB LUNs to the server.

Sun Server X4-2L

256GB DRAM

(2) Intel Xeon CPU E5-2697 v2 @ 2.70GHz (2)

(12) Cores, each socket

Seagate® Nytro™ flash accelerator card

QLogic 8Gb/s DC HBA, dual port
Server PCIe, slot 5
Oracle part number: 371-4325
qlc driver 20121128-4.02
Changed the value in /kernel/drv/qlc.conf to “completion-threads=1;”

Configure Oracle ASM Using Multiple Nytro Cards for Mirroring or for Increased Smart Flash  
Cache Capacity

To provide expanded capacity for the Database Smart Flash Cache, multiple Nytro cards can be deployed using volume 
management software. In the following example, two cards were installed using Oracle ASM to expand the cache area capacity. 

A benefit of using an ASM diskgroup for the Database Smart Flash Cache is that multiple databases on the server will be able to 
share this diskgroup to create multiple Database Smart Flash Caches for the different databases.

To configure Oracle ASM over two Nytro cards

1. Oracle Grid release 11gR2 will need to be installed and configured to use ASM. For reference on installing 11gR2 Grid, go to: 
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/enterprise-edition/downloads/index.html

2. Review the section: Configure the Seagate Nytro Card to use as a Filesystem in this paper to configure both Nytro cards. When 
using ASM, the only steps that need to be performed in this referenced section are the alignment on a 4k or 8k boundary. 
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3. The following commands create one ASM disk for each Nytro card. Since each Nytro card presents itself as four 200GB 
devices, it is possible to use all four devices per card, or use a mix of some of the 200GB devices from each card. The 
following steps show how to create ASM over multiple 200GB devices, whether using one Nytro card or multiple Nytro cards.  
These commands must be run as root:

a. Determine which disk/partition address you want to use. Using the format command, we used these disk addresses 
(volume names “asmNytro cardXX”):

 16. c0t5002361000134420d0 <ATA-2E256-TU2-510B00-UI5P-186.26GB>  asmNytro card2

          /scsi_vhci/disk@g5002361000134420

 17. c0t5002361000134407d0 <ATA-2E256-TU2-510B00-UI5P-186.26GB>  asmNytro card1

          /scsi_vhci/disk@g5002361000134407

 18. c0t5002361000134682d0 <ATA-2E256-TU2-510B00-UI5P-186.26GB>  asmNytro card3

          /scsi_vhci/disk@g5002361000134682

 19. c0t5002361000133825d0 <ATA-2E256-TU2-510B00-UI5P-186.26GB>  asmNytro card4

          /scsi_vhci/disk@g5002361000133825

NOTE:  s6 used in these partitions.

b. Change ownership of these new partitions. We used oracle:dba:

chown oracle:dba /dev/rdsk/c0t5002361000134420d0s6

chown oracle:dba /dev/rdsk/c0t5002361000134407d0s6

chown oracle:dba /dev/rdsk/c0t5002361000134682d0s6

chown oracle:dba /dev/rdsk/c0t5002361000133825d0s6

chmod 660 /dev/rdsk/c0t5002361000134420d0s6

chmod 660 /dev/rdsk/c0t5002361000134407d0s6

chmod 660 /dev/rdsk/c0t5002361000134682d0s6

chmod 660 /dev/rdsk/c0t5002361000133825d0s6

4. Use these commands to create the diskgroup, specifying external redundancy using SQLPlus from the ASM instance:

CREATE DISKGROUP DATA EXTERNAL REDUNDANCY DISK ‘/dev/rdsk/c0t5002361000134420d0s6’,

‘/dev/rdsk/c0t5002361000134407d0s6’,

‘/dev/rdsk/c0t5002361000134682d0s6’,

‘/dev/rdsk/c0t5002361000133825d0s6’;

Another option for creating an ASM diskgroup is to use ASMCA which uses a GUI to create the diskgroup.
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Configuring the Oracle Database to Use Database Smart Flash Cache 

This section describes the changes needed to enable and configure the Oracle 11gR2 database with the Database Smart Flash 
Cache feature. This feature is supported by both Solaris and Oracle Enterprise Linux (UEK) operating systems.

Oracle 11g Release 2 Database Smart Flash Cache

With Oracle Database 11gR2 Enterprise Edition, Oracle introduced Database Smart Flash Cache. This feature allows customers 
to be able to use flash devices, such as the Nytro card, to increase the effective size of the Oracle database buffer cache without 
adding more main memory. For transaction-based workloads, Oracle database blocks are normally loaded into a dedicated 
shared memory area in main memory called the system global area (SGA). The Smart Flash Cache feature allows you to expand 
the database buffer cache beyond the SGA in main memory to a second-level cache on flash memory device(s). 

You can use the Nytro card with the Database Smart Flash Cache feature to increase performance of an Oracle database. This 
unique feature takes full advantage of flash by treating it as a transparent extension of the buffer cache (Level 2 cache). 

With this implementation, instead of the application having to wait for data from slow hard disk drives for their I/O needs, 
frequently accessed data is cached and sent to flash thus improving the I/O service times up to 15 times faster. 

Both OLTP and DW environments can benefit from using the Database Smart Flash Cache with the Nytro card to achieve 
maximum performance in new or existing Oracle database deployments with I/O-intensive workloads and memory constraints. 
Benefits can include both improved transaction throughput and application response times. The following types of Oracle 
database environments can potentially make effective use of the Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache feature and the Nytro card.

• I/O-intensive workloads, especially those with lots of concurrent I/O

• Workloads with repeated short transactions in which many users access the same data

• Storage systems that exhibit intensive disk read activity, high latency and I/O bottlenecks

• Systems under heavy main memory pressure that prevents more memory being allocated to the SGA buffer cache

By adding a Nytro card (or several cards) to your server, you can increase your buffer cache size to be several orders larger than 
your existing memory cache so more data comes directly from the solid state flash cache instead of an HDD. While more cache is 
always better, depending on the workload, flash cache size of 4 to 10 times that of the database SGA size is recommended. This 
will allow you to offload most of your disk I/O to much faster flash. When data is evicted from the buffer cache, it is then stored 
in the Database Smart Flash Cache. All subsequent reads for that particular row are then done from flash. Database Smart Flash 
Cache is a clean (read) cache as any dirty block (writes) are flushed to an HDD. This provides the necesssary data protection as 
any changes are already written to an HDD, so no RAID or mirroring is required.

When the database application requests data I/O, it first looks in the buffer pool. If not found, the search is then performed in the 
Database Smart Flash Cache buffer. If again the data is not found, the search then goes to the disk storage. By replacing some 
of your disk I/O with solid state flash, performance and response times are greatly improved,  and you can realize much better 
IOPS/$, IOPS/GB, IOPS/Watt and server utilization efficiency.

The Database Smart Flash Cache is very easy to set up and requires just a few steps in defining and aggregating its size and 
pointing to its location, as below.

• Aggregate flash cards/modules to pool

 - Use Volume Manager: For example:  SVM, VxVM or ASM

 - No mirroring needed – it is a cache!

• Set two init.ora parameters

 - Path to flash devices

db_flash_cache_file = </mountpoint> or <+FLASH/filename>

 - Size of flash device

db_flash_cache_size = <flash pool size>
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While Smart Flash Cache is dynamic and very efficient by automatically migrating and evicting data as needed, the DBA has the 
option to pin objects/hot data into the Smart Flash Cache with the keep command. Normally the DBA would pin an object into 
the keep buffer pool which resides in memory. By pinning the object in the Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache, real memory 
requirements are reduced, but performance is increased since more selected objects/hot data can now be accessed directly from 
much faster Oracle Flash device instead of an HDD. 

Syntax for pinning an object in Database Smart Flash Cache is:

alter table|index object_name storage (flash_cache keep);

Oracle Solaris supports the Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache feature with no need to patch Solaris or the Oracle database.

The following database settings were used in these tests when invoking Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache:

SQL> alter system set db_flash_cache_file=’+SFC/sfc.dbf’ scope=spfile;

SQL> alter system set db_flash_cache_size=300g scope=spfile;

SQL> show parameter flash

NAME                              TYPE        VALUE

--------------------------------- ----------- --------------------

db_flash_cache_file                 string      +SFC/sfc.dbf

db_flash_cache_size                big integer 300G

To implement Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache using multiple Seagate cards, ASM was installed and implemented to create 
a diskgroup over multiple flash cards to increase the capacity of the Database Smart Flash Cache. For details, refer to Configure 
Oracle ASM Using Multiple Nytro Cards for Mirroring or for Increased Smart Flash Cache Capacity in this guide.

The following database settings were used in the benchmarks when using multiple Nytro cards and the Database Smart Flash 
Cache:

SQL> alter system set db_flash_cache_file=’+SFC/sfc.dbf’ scope=spfile;

SQL> alter system set db_flash_cache_size=900g scope=spfile;

SQL> show parameter flash

NAME     TYPE    VALUE       

db_flash_cache_file   string   +SFC/sfc.dbf

db_flash_cache_size   big integer  900G

Database Settings

The following database settings were used for all benchmarks:

• All tablespaces for the database were installed on one hard drive LUN 

• A 300GB Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache was allocated on one Nytro card

 SGA=16g

 filesystemio_options=SETALL

 disk_async_io=TRUE

• 4GB redo logs
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Benchmark Results

Before adding the Nytro card and the Oracle Database Smart Flash cache to the test configuration, Oracle Solaris and the Oracle 
database were configured using techniques described in the above sections. OLTP benchmarks were executed to establish 
a baseline before and after implementing the Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache. Swingbench from dominicgiles.com was 
used for these benchmarks. Each average transactions per second (TPS), average transactions per minute (TPM), and average 
response time results where documented. 

Baseline Results

The results from the benchmark before enabling Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache are (Table 1).

Table 1.  Oracle Database Smart Flash (Before)

Average TPM 38138

Maximum TPM 49006

Average TPS 637

Average response time (milliseconds) 54

Enabling Database Smart Flash Cache using One Nytro Flash Accelerator Card with ASM

The results from the benchmark after enabling the Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache feature (Table 2).

Table 2.  Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache (After)

Average TMP 173774

Maximum TPM 224034

Average TPS 2899

Average response time (milliseconds) 17

Observations

During these benchmarks, IOSTAT, VMSTAT and Oracle Automatic Workload Repository (AWR) reports were generated. 

Following are the results from the baseline benchmark with hard drives.

Table 3. VMSTAT(Baseline)

kthr memory page disk faults cpu

r b w swap free re mf pi po fr de sr s0 s1 s2 s3 in sy cs us sy id

2 13 0 457388788 239953152 119 369 0 0 0 0 9 19 0 0 0 35319 137131 31018 6 2 92

3 36 0 454760900 238319752 10 33 0 0 0 0 0 25 0 0 0 20135 64539 17677 6 1 93

4 35 0 454762728 238318708 238 771 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 20993 68497 18475 6 1 93

3 34 0 454761752 238319320 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 0 0 0 16225 48048 14165 4 1 95

3 37 0 454761752 238319000 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 17002 51887 14800 4 1 94

4 37 0 454770156 238324828 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 30 0 0 0 17775 55484 15568 5 1 94
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Table 4. IOSTAT (Baseline)

Extended Device Statistics

device r/s w/s kr/s kw/s wait actv svc_t %w %b

sd0 0.0 23.6 0.0 249.9 0.0 0.1 2.4 0 1

sd12 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.1 0 0

sd24 682.7 349.7 5461.6 2943.6 0.0 10.0 9.7 1 100

sd25 710.7 390.7 5690.5 3125.3 0.0 7.4 6.8 1 100

sd26 698.9 308.4 5591.2 2966.5 0.0 8.9 8.8 1 100

sd27 696.7 377.5 5578.4 3302.9 0.0 14.7 13.7 1 100

The following results are from the benchmark using the Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache feature with the Nytro card.

Table 5. VMSTAT Benchmark Results

kthr memory page disk faults cpu

r b w swap free re mf pi po fr de sr s0 s1 s2 sT3 in sy cs us sy id

2 11 0 457861348 240327640 37 159 0 0 0 0 11 19 0 0 0 41070 161180 35970 7 2 91

1 7 0 457298544 239790976 10 31 0 0 0 0 0 29 0 0 0 73296 299464 66532 14 3 84

2 12 0 457298544 239790652 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 78837 323834 70666 14 3 83

2 6 0 457298544 239790652 67 109 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 77763 314941 69482 14 3 83

2 9 0 457298776 239790652 7 124 0 0 0 0 0 17 0 0 0 74441 298492 66329 13 3 84

2 15 0 457298776 239790648 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 74808 303439 66704 14 3 83

Table 6. IOSTAT Benchmark Results

Extended Device Statistics

device r/s w/s kr/s kw/s wait actv svc_t %w %b

sd0 0.0 18.8 0.0 75.1 0.0 0.0 1.7 0 1

sd10 4519.1 1996.2 36152.4 15969.3 0.0 1.3 0.2 3 52

sd11 4471.1 1995.6 35768.4 15964.5 0.0 1.2 0.2 3 51

sd12 4448.3 1981.0 35586.1 15846.1 0.0 1.4 0.2 3 53

sd13 4471.1 1981.8 35768.4 15854.1 0.0 1.4 0.2 3 53

sd24 25.8 2051.1 206.4 21031.0 4.9 57.1 29.9 6 95

sd25 24.6 2070.9 201.6 21043.8 0.1 18.8 9.0 1 77

sd26 26.0 2066.9 208.0 20856.1 0.0 16.2 7.7 1 79

sd27 30.8 2018.6 251.2 20323.9 0.0 18.4 9.0 1 83
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Commentary on Benchmark Results

Several important statistics exists that are important to evaluate between the two benchmarks.

VMSTAT

Block column statistic which indicates if system resources are waiting on I/O. 

 
Figure 1. VMSTAT Block Statistics

IOSTAT

Columns “r/s” (reads per second) and “await” (average wait time). 

Lower is  
Better

Lower is  
Better

Figure 2. IOSTAT Read/s
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AWR Statistics

Reviewing the AWR top five wait events helps to determine the effectiveness of adding PCIe flash. If the “db file sequential reads” 
are a large percentage of total wait times or are averaging greater than 5ms, that’s an indication of storage related I/O issues 
where Smart Flash Cache and the Nytro card can help alleviate these bottlenecks and improve response times.  

In the below example, the “db file sequential read” event was the top wait event during the baseline benchmark (Table 7 and  
Table 8) representing 93% of the total database wait time with an average of 13ms for each wait. By eliminating this storage-
related I/O bottleneck with Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache, this same event went from first in the baseline down to fourth in 
rank. Most important is the reduction in the percentage of DB time spent on “db file sequential read” from 93% to 13%.

Table 7 and Table 8. AWR Baseline Without Smart Flash Cache and With Smart Flash Cache (Top 5 Timed Foreground Events)

Event Waits Time(s) Avg Wait 
(ms)

% DB 
Time Wait Class Event Waits Time(s) Avg Wait 

(ms)
% DB 
Time Wait Class

db file sequential read 7,698,112 99,630 13 92.94 User I/O log file sync 5,931,235 40,463 7 55.65 Commit

DB CPU 6476 6.04 DB CPU 13.372 18.39

log file sync 1,563,661 1711 1 1.60 Commit db flash cache single 
block physical read

37,049,745 10.617 0 14.60 User I/O

read by other session 2312 27 12 0.03 User I/O db file squential read 243.148 9514 39 13.08 User I/O

eng: TX - index contention 2617 24 9 0.02 Concurrency log file switch  
(private strand flush  
incomplete)

167 24 141 0.03 Configuration

The new “db flash cache single block physical read” wait event became third in the top 5 wait events. The average wait time for 
this event was 29µs (microseconds). Due to the increase of performance using Database Smart Flash Cache, more stress was 
placed on the slower SATA HDDs for the log file sync wait event. In a production environment, it would be beneficial to use more 
spindles for the log files or use faster 15K HDDs for less latency for log file sync writes.

Conclusion 

Flash accelerates applications, improves productivity and business responsiveness. Based upon the benchmarks that were 
executed for this document using a Seagate Nytro flash accelerator card and Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache feature running 
on Solaris x64, large performance gains were realized. Whether running an Oracle Database or other I/O-intensive applications, 
similar performance gains and improved response times can be realized in the enterprise using the configuration presented in this 
document for workloads that are:

• Disk bound 

• I/O intensive, read-oriented

• I/O bound by large number of disk IOPS

• Requiring low latency and high random I/O throughput

As a side benefit, by implementing Database Smart Flash Cache feature along with the Nytro card, reduces the hard disk IOPS 
for reads, but also the reduction in IOPS for reads will result in improved latencies for other accesses to the same disk array. This 
improves application performance and response times, and increases server efficiency due to less storage I/O waiting. While 
significantly improving database performance when implementing Database Smart Flash Cache with the Nytro card, more stress 
could be placed on a less performing disk array (SATA). In this case, to improve performance even more, the disk array for log files 
should be placed on faster disk or more spindles should be added to increase IOPS needed to improve log file sync wait times.

These are significant benefits for customers running large databases. The Oracle Database Smart Flash Cache feature with the 
Seagate Nytro flash accelerator card and Oracle Solaris provides the platform that can scale and perform to the demanding 
needs of growing enterprises.
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